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ACOUSTIC ACCIOSTU hearing aid [n -S] 

AIGRETTE AEEGIRTT tuft of feathers worn as head ornament [n -S] 

ALGERINE AEEGILNR woolen fabric [n -S] 

APPLIQUE AEILPPQU to apply as decoration to larger surface [v -D, -ING, -S] 

APRONING AGINNOPR APRON, to provide with apron (garment worn to protect one's clothing) [v] 

ARMATURE AAEMRRTU to furnish with armor [v -D, -RING, -S] 

ARMGUARD ADGMNRRU covering to protect arm [n -S] 

ARMIGERO AEGIMORR armiger (one who carries armor of knight) [n -S] 

ARMORING AGIMNORR ARMOR, to furnish with armor (defensive covering) [v] 

ARMOURED ADEMORRU ARMOUR, to armor (to furnish with armor (defensive covering)) [v] 

ARMOURER AEMORRRU armorer (one that makes or repairs armor) [n -S] 

ATTIRING AGIINRTT ATTIRE, to clothe (to provide with clothing) [v] 

AVENTAIL AAEILNTV ventail (adjustable front of medieval helmet) [n -S] 
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BABOUCHE ABBCEHOU heelless slipper [n -S] 

BABUSHKA AABBHKSU woman's scarf [n -S] 

BABYDOLL ABBDLLOY short sheer pajamas for women [n -S] 

BACKLESS ABCEKLSS having no back [adj] 

BACKWRAP AABCKPRW wraparound garment that fastens in back [n -S] 

BAGGIEST ABEGGIST BAGGY, loose-fitting [adj] 

BALDRICK ABCDIKLR baldric (shoulder belt) [n -S] 

BALMORAL AABLLMOR type of shoe (covering for foot) [n -S] 

BANDAGER AABDEGNR one that bandages (to cover wound with strip of cloth) [n -S] 

BANDANNA AAABDNNN large, colored handkerchief [n -S] 

BARATHEA AAABEHRT silk fabric [n -S] 

BAREHEAD AABDEEHR without hat [adv] 

BARENESS ABEENRSS state of being bare (naked (being without clothing or covering)) [n -ES] 

BARGELLO ABEGLLOR needlepoint stitch that makes zigzag pattern [n -S] 

BARRETTE ABEERRTT hair clip [n -S] 

BASCINET ABCEINST basinet (medieval helmet) [n -S] 

BATHROBE ABBEHORT housecoat [n -S] 

BAUDEKIN ABDEIKNU brocaded fabric [n -S] 

BEADIEST ABDEEIST BEADY, resembling beads (round pieces of glass) 

BEADLIKE ABDEEIKL beady (resembling beads (round pieces of glass) [adj 

BEADWORK ABDEKORW beading (beaded material) [n -S] 

BEARSKIN ABEIKNRS skin of bear [n -S] 

BECAPPED ABCDEEPP BECAP, to put cap on [v] 

BECLOTHE ABCEEHLOT to clothe [v -D, -HING, -S] 

BEDECKED BCDDEEEK BEDECK, to clothe with finery [v] 

BEFRINGE BEEFGINR to border with fringe [v -D, -GING, -S] 

BEGEMMED BDEEEGMM BEGEM, to begem (to adorn with gems (precious stones) [v] 

BELTLESS BEELLSST having no belt [adj] 
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BELTLINE BEEILLNT waistline [n -S] 

BERINGED BDEEGINR adorned with rings [adj] 

BERMUDAS ABDEMRSU knee-length walking shorts [n] 

BERRETTA ABEERRTT biretta (cap worn by clergymen) [n -S] 

BESHROUD BDEHORSU to cover [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BESUITED BDEEISTU wearing suit [adj] 

BEWIGGED BDEEGGIW BEWIG, to adorn with wig [v] 

BIKINIED BDEIIIKN BIKINI, type of two-piece bathing suit [adj] 

BILLFOLD BDFILLLO wallet (flat folding case) [n -S] 

BIRRETTA ABEIRRTT biretta (cap worn by clergymen) [n -S] 

BLACKING ABCGIKLN black shoe polish [n -S] 

BLAZERED ABDEELRZ BLAZER, lightweight jacket [adj] 

BLEACHED ABCDEEHL BLEACH, to whiten (to make white (of color of pure snow)) [v] 

BLINGING BGGIILNN BLING, to adopt flamboyant appearance [v] 

BLOUSING BGILNOSU BLOUSE, to hang loosely [v] 

BOBBLIER BBBEILOR BOBBLY, resembling small ball of wool [adj] 

BOBBYSOX BBBKOOSY girls' socks that reach above ankle [n] 

BOBSKATE ABBEKOST child's skate having two parallel blades [n -S] 

BODYSUIT BDIOSTUY one-piece garment for torso [n -S] 

BOMBYXES BBEMOSXY BOMBYX, silkworm (caterpillar that spins cocoon of silk fibers) [n] 

BONNETED BDEENNOT BONNET, to provide with bonnet (type of hat) [v] 

BOOTJACK ABCJKLOOT device for pulling off boots [n -S] 

BOOTLACE ABCELOOT shoelace (lace for fastening shoe) [n -S] 

BOOTLESS BELOOSST useless (serving no purpose) [adj] 

BRACELET ABCEELRT wrist ornament [n -S] 

BRAIDING ABDGIINR something made of braided material [n -S 

BREECHED BCDEEEHR BREECH, to clothe with breeches (trousers) [v] 

BREECHES BCEEEHRS BREECH, to clothe with breeches (trousers) [v] 

BRITCHES BCEHIRST breeches; trousers [n] 

BROCATEL ABCELORT heavy fabric [n -S] 

BROIDERY BDEIORRY act of broidering (to adorn with needlework) [n -RIES] 

BROLLIES BEILLORS BROLLY, umbrella [n] 

BROOCHES BCEHOORS BROOCH, decorative pin [n] 

BROWBAND ABBDNORW band designed to cross forehead [n -S] 

BUCKSKIN BCIKKNSU skin of male deer [n -S] 

BURNOOSE BENOORSU hooded cloak [n -S] 

BUSHELED BDEEHLSU BUSHEL, to mend clothing [v] 

BUSHELER BEEHLRSU one that bushels (to mend clothing) [n -S] 

BUSKINED BDEIKNSU BUSKIN, high shoe [adj] 

BUSTLINE BEILNSTU distance around bust (upper torso of woman) [n -S] 

BUTTONED BDENOTTU BUTTON, to fasten with button (small disk) [v] 

BUTTONER BENORTTU one that buttons (to fasten with button (small disk)) [n -S] 

BYSSUSES BESSSSUY BYSSUS, fine linen [n] 
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CABRETTA AABCERTT soft leather [n -S] 

CADDISED ACDDDEIS CADDIS, coarse woolen fabric [adj] 

CADDISES ACDDEISS CADDIS, coarse woolen fabric [n] 

CAFTANED AACDEFNT CAFTAN, full-length tunic [adj] 

CALCEATE AACCEELT wearing shoes [adj] 

CALFSKIN ACFIKLNS skin of calf [n -S] 

CALICOES ACCEILOS CALICO, cotton fabric [n] 

CAMAILED AACDEILM CAMAIL, piece of armor for neck [adj] 

CAMISOLE ACEILMOS brief negligee [n -S] 

CAPESKIN ACEIKNPS soft leather [n -S] 

CAPMAKER AACEKMPR one that makes caps [n -S] 

CAPUCHED ACCDEHPU CAPUCHE, hood or cowl [adj] 

CARCANET AACCENRT jeweled necklace [n -S] 

CARDIGAN AACDGINR type of sweater (knitted outer garment) [n -S] 

CASHMERE ACEEHMRS fine wool [n -S] 

CASIMERE ACEEIMRS woolen fabric [n -S] 

CEINTURE CEEINRTU belt for waist [n -S] 

CEREMENT CEEEMNRT waxy cloth (used to shroud corpse) [n -S] 

CESTUSES CEESSSTU CESTUS, hand covering for Roman boxers [n] 

CHAMBRAY AABCHMRY fine fabric [n -S] 

CHAMFRON ACFHMNOR armor for horse's head [n -S] 

CHAMMIED ACDEHIMM CHAMMY, to chamois (to prepare leather like chamois) [v] 

CHAMMIES ACEHIMMS CHAMMY, to chamois (to prepare leather like chamois) [v] 

CHANFRON ACFHNNOR chamfron (armor for horse's head) [n -S] 

CHAQUETA AACEHQTU jacket worn by cowboys [n -S] 

CHASUBLE ABCEHLSU sleeveless vestment [n -S] 

CHAUSSES AECHSSSU medieval armor [n] 

CHENILLE CEEHILLN soft fabric [n -S] 

CHICNESS CCEHINSS elegance (tasteful opulence) [n -ES] 

CHINTSES CEHINSST CHINTS, chintz (cotton fabric) [n] 

CHINTZES CEHINSTZ CHINTZ, cotton fabric [n] 

CLASSIER ACEILRSS CLASSY, stylish; elegant [adj] 

CLOTHIER CEHILORT one who makes or sells clothing [n -S] 

CLOTHING CGHILNOT wearing apparel [n -S] / CLOTHE, to provide with clothing [v] 

COATLESS ACELOSST lacking coat [adj] 

COATRACK AACCKORT rack or stand for coats [n -S] 

COATROOM ACMOOORT room for storing coats [n -S] 

COATTAIL AACILOTT back lower portion of coat [n -S] 

COCKADED ACCDDEKO COCKADE, ornament worn on hat [adj] 

CODPIECE CCDEEIOP cover for crotch in men's breeches [n -S] 

COIFFURE CEFFIORU to coif (to style hair) [v D, -RING, -S] 

COLLARED ACDELLOR COLLAR, to provide with collar (something worn around neck) [v] 

COLLARET ACELLORT small collar [n -S] 

COMPLECT CCELMOPT to weave together [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CORDOVAN ACDNOORV fine leather [n -S] 

CORDWAIN ACDINORW cordovan (fine leather) [n -S] 
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CORODIES CDEIOORS CORODY, allowance of food or clothes [n] 

CORONATE ACENOORT to crown [v -D, -TING, -S] 

CORSELET CEELORST piece of body armor [n -S] 

CORSETED CDEEORST CORSET, to fit with corset (supporting undergarment) [v] 

CORSETRY CEORRSTY work of making corsets [n -RIES] 

COSTUMER CEMORSTU one that costumes (to supply with costume (style of dress)) [n -S] 

COSTUMEY CEMOSTUY of or pertaining to costume [adj] 

COTENANT ACENNOTT one who is tenant with another in same place [n -S] 

COTHURNI CHINORTU cothurns (buskin worn by ancient Roman actors) [n] 

COVERALL ACELLORV one-piece work garment [n -S] 

CRAMOISY ACIMORSY crimson cloth [n -SIES] 

CREASIER ACEEIRRS CREASY, having folds or wrinkles [adj] 

CREASING ACEGINRS CREASE, to make fold or wrinkle in [v] 

CREPIEST CEEIPRST CREPEY, crinkly [adj] 

CRETONNE CEENNORT heavy fabric [n -S] 

CREWNECK CCEEKNRW sweater with collarless neckline [n -S] 

CROWNING CGINNORW CROWN, to supply with crown (royal headpiece) [v] 

CUFFABLE ABCEFFLU intended to be folded down to ankle --used of sock [adj] 

CUFFLESS CEFFLSSU having no cuff [adj] 

CUFFLINK CFFIKLNU fastening for shirt cuff [n -S] 

CURRYING CGINRRUY CURRY, to prepare leather for use or sale [v] 

CUTPURSE CEPRSTUU pickpocket [n -S] 

CUTTLING CGILNTTU CUTTLE, to fold cloth in particular fashion [v] 

CYPRUSES CEPRSSUY CYPRUS, cypress (thin fabric) [n] 
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DAISHIKI ADHIIIKS dashiki (African tunic) [n -S] 

DALMATIC AACDILMT wide-sleeved vestment [n -S] 

DAMASKED AADDEKMS DAMASK, to weave with elaborate design [v] 

DASHIEST ADEHISST DASHY, stylish (fashionable) [adj] 

DEBAGGED ABDDEEGG DEBAG, to remove pants from someone [v] 

DEERSKIN DEEIKNRS skin of deer [n -S] 

DENUDATE ADDEENTU to denude (to strip of all covering) [v -D, -TING, -S] 

DENUDING DDEGINNU DENUDE, to strip of all covering [v] 

DEWOOLED DDEELOOW DEWOOL, to remove wool from [v] 

DIAPERED ADDEEIPR DIAPER, to put diaper (baby's breechcloth) on [v] 

DIMITIES DEIIIMST DIMITY, cotton fabric [n] 

DISCROWN CDINORSW to deprive of crown [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISFROCK CDFIKORS to unfrock (to divest of ecclesiastical authority) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DISGUISE DEGIISSU to alter appearance of [v -D, -SING, -S] 

DISHEVEL DEEHILSV to make messy [v -ED, -LLED, -ING, -LLING, -S] 

DISROBER BDEIORRS one that disrobes (to undress (to remove one's clothing)) [n -S] 

DIZENING DEGIINNZ DIZEN, to dress in fine clothes [v] 

DJELLABA AABDEJLL long hooded garment [n -S] 

DOMINOES DEIMNOOS DOMINO, small mask [n] 
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DOUPIONI DIINOOPU silk yarn [n -S] 

DOWDIEST DDEIOSTW DOWDY, lacking stylishness or neatness [adj] 

DOWDYISH DDHIOSWY DOWDY, lacking stylishness or neatness [adj] 

DRAWCORD ACDDORRW cord for drawing garment tight [n -S] 

DRESSIER DEEIRRSS DRESSY, stylish (fashionable) [adj] 

DRESSILY DEILRSSY DRESSY, stylish (fashionable) [adv] 

DRESSING DEGINRSS DRESS, to put clothes on [v] 

DRILLING DGIILLNR heavy twilled cotton fabric [n -S] 

DUBBINED BBDDEINU DUBBIN, to apply dubbing to leather [v] 

DUNGAREE ADEEGNRU coarse cotton fabric [n -S] 

DUVETINE DEEINTUV duvetyn (soft fabric) [n -S] 

DUVETYNE DEENTUVY duvetyn (soft fabric) [n -S] 
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EARPHONE AEEHNOPR listening device worn over ear [n -S] 

EARPIECE ACEEEIPR earphone (listening device worn over ear) [n -S] 

ELASTANE AAEELNST spandex (synthetic elastic fiber) [n -S] 

ELEGANCE ACEEEGLN tasteful opulence [n -S] 

ELEGANCY ACEEGLNY elegance (tasteful opulence) [n -CIES] 

ENLACING ACEGILNN ENLACE, to bind with laces [v] 

ENROBING BEGINNOR ENROBE, to dress (to put clothes on) [v] 

ENSWATHE AEEHNSTW to swathe (to wrap in bandages) [v -D, -HING, -S] 

EYELETED DEEEELTY EYELET, to make small hole in [v] 

EYELINER EEEILNRY makeup for eyes [n -S] 

EYEPATCH ACEEHPTY patch worn to protect injured eye [n -ES] 

EYESHADE ADEEEHSY visor for shading eyes [n -S] 
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FACEMASK AACEFKMS device to shield face [n -S] 

FASHIONY AFHINOSY fashionable, trendy [adj] 

FELTIEST EEFILSTT FELTY, resembling cloth made from wool [adj] 

FELTLIKE EEFIKLLT like cloth made from wool [adj] 

FETTERED DEEEFRTT FETTER, to shackle (to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles) [v] 

FETTERER EEEFRRTT one that fetters (to shackle (to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles)) [n -S] 

FIBRANNE ABEFINNR fabric made of spun-rayon yarn [n -S] 

FILATURE AEFILRTU reeling of silk from cocoons [n -S] 

FIMBRIAL ABFIILMR FIMBRIA, fringe or fringe-like structure [adj] 

FINESPUN EFINNPSU developed with extreme care [adj] 

FLANCARD AACDFLNR piece of armor for side of horse [n -S] 

FLATIRON AFILNORT device for pressing clothes [n -S] 

FLATWASH AAFHLSTW flatwork (laundry that can be ironed mechanically) [n -ES] 

FLATWORK AFKLORTW laundry that can be ironed mechanically [n -S] 

FLEECIER CEEEFILR FLEECY, woolly (consisting of or resembling wool) [adj] 

FLEECILY CEEFILLY FLEECY, woolly (consisting of or resembling wool) [adv] 
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FLEECING CEEFGILN FLEECE, to remove coat of wool from [v] 

FLOCCOSE CCEFLOOS having woolly tufts [adj] 

FLOCKIER CEFIKLOR FLOCKY, woolly (consisting of or resembling wool) [adj] 

FOOFARAW AAFFOORW excessive ornamentation [n -S] 

FOOTGEAR AEFGOORT footwear (wearing apparel for feet) [n FOOTGEAR] 

FOOTWEAR AEFOORTW wearing apparel for feet [n FOOTWEAR] 

FRILLERY EFILLRRY arrangement of frills (ornamental ruffled edge) [n -RIES] 

FRILLIER EFIILLRR FRILLY, having frills (ornamental ruffled edge) [adj] 

FRILLIES  EFIILLRS item of women's underwear [n] 

FRILLING FGIILLNR FRILL, to provide with frill (ornamental ruffled edge) [v] 

FRINGIER EFGIINRR FRINGY, resembling fringe [adj] 

FRINGING FGGIINNR ornamental border of loose short strips [n -S]  

FRIPPERY EFIPPRRY excessive ornamentation [n -RIES] 

FRISETTE EEFIRSTT frizette (frizzed fringe of hair) [n -S] 

FROCKING CFGIKNOR FROCK, to clothe in long, loose outer garment [v] 

FROGGING FGGGINOR type of ornamental coat fastener [n -S]  

FRONTLET EFLNORTT decorative band worn across forehead [n -S] 

FURPIECE CEEFIPRU item of clothing made out of fur [n -S] 

FURRIERY EFIRRRUY business of furrier [n -RIES] 

FURRIEST EFIRRSTU FURRY, covered with fur [adj] 
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GAITERED ADEEGIRT GAITER, covering for lower leg [adj] 

GALABIEH AABEGHIL djellaba (long hooded garment) [n -S] 

GALABIYA AAABGILY djellaba (long hooded garment) [n -S] 

GALLOON AGLLNOO ornamental braid [n -S] 

GALLUSED ADEGLLSU GALLUS, suspender for trousers [adj] 

GALLUSES AEGLLSSU GALLUS, suspender for trousers [n] 

GALOSHED ADEGHLOS GALOSH, overshoe (protective outer shoe) [adj] 

GALOSHES AEGHLOSS GALOSH, overshoe (protective outer shoe) [n] 

GAMASHES AAEGHMSS boots worn by horseback riders [n] 

GAMBESON ABEGMNOS medieval coat [n -S] 

GARBLESS ABEGLRSS being without clothing [adj] 

GAUNCHES ACEGHNSU GAUNCH, underpants [n] 

GAUZIEST AEGISTUZ GAUZY, resembling gauze (transparent fabric) [adj] 

GIRDLING DGGIILNR GIRDLE, to encircle with belt [v] 

GLITZING GGIILNTZ GLITZ, to make flashy in appearance [v] 

GOLOSHES EGHLOOSS GOLOSH, galosh (overshoe (protective outer shoe)) [n] / GOLOSHE [n] 

GORGETED DEEGGORT GORGET, piece of armor for throat [adj] 

GOTCHIES CEGHIOST underpants [n] 

GOWNSMAN AGMNNOSW professional or academic person [n -MEN] 

GUARACHE AACEGHRU huarache (flat-heeled sandal) [n -S] 

GUERNSEY EEGNRSUY woolen shirt [n -SEYS] 

GUSSETED DEEGSSTU GUSSET, to furnish with reinforcing piece of material [v] 

GUSSYING GGINSSUY GUSSIE, to gussy (to dress up in fine or showy clothes) [v] / GUSSY [v] 
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HABITING ABGHIINT HABIT, to clothe or dress [v] 

HAIRBAND AABDHINR headband (band worn on head) [n -S] 

HANDCUFF ACDFFHNU to fetter with restraining cuffs [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

HANDLOOM ADHLMNOO manually operated loom [n -S] 

HANDMADE AADEHMNS made by hand [adj] 

HANDSEWN ADEHNNSW sewn by hand [adj] 

HATBOXES ABEHOSTX HATBOX, box for hat [n] 

HATCHECK ACCEHHKT room for temporary keeping of hats [n -S] 

HATMAKER AAEHKMRT one that makes hats [n -S] 

HAVELOCK ACEHKLOV covering for cap [n -S] 

HEADBAND AABDDEHN band worn on head [n -S] 

HEADGEAR AADEEGHR covering for head [n HEADGEAR] 

HEELLESS EEEHLLSS lacking heels [adj] 

HELMETED DEEEHLMT HELMET, to supply with helmet (protective covering for head) [v] 

HIMATION AHIIMNOT loose outer garment [n -S, -IA] 

HOMESPUN EHMNOPSU loosely woven fabric [n -S] 

HOODLESS DEHLOOSS lacking hood [adj] 

HOODLIKE DEHIKLOO resembling hood [adj] 

HOSELIKE EEHIKLOS resembling hose (stockings or socks) [adj] 

HUARACHE AACEHHRU flat-heeled sandal [n -S] 

HUARACHO AACHHORU huarache (flat-heeled sandal) [n -S] 

HUIPILES EHIILPSU HUIPIL, embroidered blouse or dress of Mexico [n] 
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JACKBOOT ABCJKOOT heavy boot [n -S] 

JACKETED ACDEEJKT JACKET, to provide with jacket (short coat) [v] 

JACQUARD AACDJQRU fabric of intricate weave [n -S] 

JERSEYED DEEEJRSY JERSEY, close-fitting knitted shirt [adj] 

JEWELING EEGJILNW JEWEL, to adorn or equip with jewels (precious stones) [v] 

JEWELLED DEEEJLLW JEWEL, to adorn or equip with jewels (precious stones) [v] 

JEWELLER EEEJLLRW jeweler (dealer or maker of jewelry) [n -S] 

JUMPSUIT  IJMPSTUU one-piece garment [n -S] 
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KAFFIYAH AAFFHIKY kaffiyeh (large, square kerchief) [n -S] 

KAFFIYEH AEFFHIKY large, square kerchief [n -S] 

KALYPTRA AAKLPRTY thin veil [n -S] 

KAMEEZES AEEEKMSZ KAMEEZ, long tunic worn by some people of India [n] 
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KAROSSES AEKORSSS KAROSS, African garment [n] 

KEFFIYAH AEFFHIKY kaffiyeh (large, square kerchief) [n -S] 

KEFFIYEH EEFFHIKY kaffiyeh (large, square kerchief) [n -S] 

KERCHIEF CEEFHIKR cloth worn as head covering [n -S, -IEVES] 

KILTLIKE EIIKKLLT resembling kilt [adj] 

KIMONOED DEIKMNOO KIMONO, loose robe [adj] 

KNAPSACK AACKKNPS bag carried on back [n -S] 

KNEESOCK CEEKKNOS sock reaching up to knee [n -S] 

KNICKERS CEIKKNRS loose-fitting pants gathered at knee [n] 

KNITTING GIIKNNTT work done by knitter [n -S]  

KNITWEAR AEIKNRTW knitted clothing [n KNITWEAR] 

KNOTTING GIKNNOTT fringe made of knotted threads [n -S]  
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LACELESS ACEELLSS lacking lace [adj] 

LACELIKE ACEEIKLL resembling lace [adj] 

LACEWORK ACEKLORW delicate openwork fabric [n -S] 

LACINESS ACEILNSS quality of being lacy (resembling lacework (delicate openwork fabric)) [n -ES] 

LANOSITY AILNOSTY state of being lanose (lanate (covered with wool)) [n -TIES] 

LAPELLED ADEELLLP LAPEL, extension of collar of garment [adj] 

LAPPETED ADEELPPT LAPPET, decorative flap on garment [adj] 

LARRIGAN AAGILNRR larigan (leather boot) [n -S] 

LAVALAVA AAAALLVV Polynesian garment [n -S] 

LAVALIER AAEILLRV pendant worn on chain around neck [n -S] 

LEATHERN AEEHLNRT made of leather [adj] 

LEATHERY AEEHLRTY resembling leather [adj]  

LIFEBELT BEEFILLT life preserver shaped like belt [n -S] 

LINGERIE EEGIILNR women's underwear [n -S] 

LINTIEST EIILNSTT LINTY, covered with lint [adj] 

LINTLESS EILLNSST free from lint [adj] 

LIPGLOSS GILLOPSS cosmetic for making lips glossy [n -ES] 

LIPLINER EIILLNPR cosmetic applied to outline lips [n -S] 

LIPSTICK CIIKLPST cosmetic used to color lips [n -S] 

LIRIPIPE EIIILPPR long scarf [n -S] 

LIVERIED DEEIILRV wearing livery (uniform worn by servants) [adj] 

LIVERIES EEIILRSV LIVERY, uniform worn by servants [n] 

LOCKRAM ACKLMOR coarse, linen fabric [n -S] 

LUSTRINE EILNRSTU lustring (glossy silk fabric) [n -S] 

LUSTRING GILNRSTU glossy silk fabric [n -S] / LUSTRE, to luster (to make or become lustrous) [v] 
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MACKINAW AACIKMNW woolen fabric [n -S] 

MADRASES AADEMRSS MADRAS, cotton fabric [n] 

MAILLESS AEILLMSS having no armor [adj] 
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MAKEOVER AEEKOMRV changing of appearance [n -S] 

MANTILLA AAILLMNT woman's scarf [n -S] 

MANTLING AGILMNNT MANTLE, to cloak (to conceal (to keep from sight or discovery)) [v] 

MAROCAIN AACIMNOR light crinkled fabric [n -S] 

MASKABLE AABEKLMS MASK, to cover with mask (covering used to disguise face) [adj] 

MASKLIKE AEIKKLMS suggestive of mask [adj] 

MAXICOAT AACIMOTX long coat [n -S] 

MENSWEAR AEEMNSRW clothing for men [n MENSWEAR] 

METALLIC  ACEILLMT fabric or yarn made of or coated with metal [n -S] 

MILLINER EIILLMNR one who makes or sells women's hats [n -S] 

MISALTER AEILMRST to alter wrongly [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

MISPATCH ACHIMPST to patch badly [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

MITTENED DEEIMNTT MITTEN, type of covering for hand [adj] 

MOCCASIN ACCIMNOS type of shoe (covering for foot) [n -S] 

MODISHLY DHILMOSY MODISH, stylish (fashionable) [adv] 

MOLESKIN EIKLMNOS cotton fabric [n -S] 

MONOKINI IIKMNNOO lower half of bikini [n -S] 

MOQUETTE EEMOQTTU woolen fabric [n -S] 

MOUCHOIR CHIMOORU small handkerchief [n -S] 

MOZZETTA AEMOTTZZ hooded cape worn by bishops [n -S. -TE] 

MUCKLUCK CCKKLMUU mukluk (soft boot worn by Inuits) [n -S] 

MUSLINED DEILMNSU MUSLIN, cotton fabric [adj] 
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NAINSOOK AIKNNOOS cotton fabric [n -S] 

NAKEDEST ADEEKNST NAKED, being without clothing or covering [adj] 

NAMETAPE AAEEMNPT tape bearing one's name worn for identification [n -S] 

NATTIEST AEINSTTT NATTY, neatly dressed [adj] 

NATURISM AIMNRSTU nudism (practice of going nude) [n -S] 

NATURIST AINRSTTU nudist (advocate of nudism) [n -S] 

NECKBAND ABCDEKNN band worn around neck [n -S] 

NECKLINE CEEIKLNN line formed by neck opening of garment [n -S] 

NECKWEAR ACEEKNRW something that is worn around neck [n NECKWEAR] 

NEEDLING DEEGILNN act of one who needles (to sew with slender, pointed instrument) [n -S] 

NEGLIGEE EEEGGILN woman's dressing gown [n -S] 

NIGHTCAP ACGHINPT cap worn to bed [n -S] 

NONCLING CGILNNNO not clinging (to adhere closely) [adj] 

NONWOVEN ENNNOOVW fabric not made by weaving [n -S] 

NOTECASE ACEENOST billfold (wallet (flat folding case)) [n -S] 

NUDENESS DEENNSSU nudity (state of being nude (being without clothing or covering)) [n -ES] 

NUDITIES DEIINSTU NUDITY, state of being nude (being without clothing or covering) [n] 
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OILCLOTH CHILLOOT waterproof fabric [n -S] 
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ORGANDIE ADEGINOR organdy (cotton fabric) [n -S] 

ORNATELY AELNORTY ORNATE, elaborately or excessively ornamented [adv] 

ORTHOSIS HIOORSST orthotic (brace for weak joints or muscles) [n -SES] 

OSNABURG ABGNORSU cotton fabric [n -S] 

OUTDRESS DEORSSTU to surpass in dressing [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

OVERBOOT BEOOORTV boot worn over shoe or another boot [n -S] 

OVERCOAT ACEOORTV warm coat worn over indoor clothing [n -S] 

OVERHAND ADEHNORV to sew with short, vertical stitches [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERSHOE EEHOORSV protective outer shoe [n -S] 

OVERSHOT EHOORSTV type of fabric weave [n -S] 

OVERTRIM EIMORRTV to trim too much [v -MMED, -MMING, -S] 
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PACKSACK AACCKKPS carrying bag to be worn on back [n -S] 

PADUASOY AADOPSUY strong silk fabric [n -S] 

PAJAMAED AAADEJMP wearing pajamas [adj] 

PALAZZOS AALOPSZZ wide-legged pants for women [n -S] 

PALLETTE AEELLPTT piece of armor protecting armpit [n -S] 

PANTALET AAELNPTT long underpants trimmed with ruffles [n -S] 

PANTOFLE AEFLNOPT slipper (light, low shoe) [n -S] 

PANTSUIT AINPSTTU type of woman's suit [n -S] 

PARAMENT AAEMNPRT ornamental vestment [n -S, -A] 

PARFLESH AEFHLPRS rawhide soaked in lye to remove hair and dried [n -ES] 

PASHMINA AAHIMNPS wool obtained from Himalayan goats [n -S] 

PATTENED ADEENPTT PATTEN, shoe having thick wooden sole [adj] 

PAULDRON ADLNOPRU piece of armor for shoulder [n -S] 

PEARLIER AEEILPRR PEARLY, resembling pearl [adj] 

PEARLING AEGILNPR PEARL, to adorn with pearls (smooth, rounded masses formed in certain mollusks) [v] 

PEASECOD ACDEOPS pea pod (fashion imitating shape) [n -S] 

PECTORAL ACELOPRT something worn on breast [n -S] 

PEIGNOIR EGIINOPR woman's gown [n -S] 

PELERINE EEEILNPR woman's cape [n -S] 

PEPLOSES EELOPPSS PEPLOS, garment worn by women in ancient Greece [n] 

PEPLUMED DEELMPPU PEPLUM, short section attached to waistline of garment [adj] 

PEPLUSES ELPPSSU PEPLUS, peplos (garment worn by women in ancient Greece) [n] 

PHELONIA AEHILNOP liturgical vestments [n PHELONIA] 

PHILABEG ABEGHILP filibeg (pleated skirt worn by Scottish Highlanders) [n -S] 

PHILIBEG BEGHIILP filibeg (pleated skirt worn by Scottish Highlanders) [n -S] 

PICKADIL ACDIIKLP type of collar [n -S] 

PICOTING CGIINOPT PICOT, to edge with ornamental loops [v] 

PIERCING CEGIINPR piece of jewelry attached to pierced flesh [n -S] 

PILELESS EEILLPSS not having raised surface of yarn [adj] 

PINAFORE AEFINOPR child's apron [n -S] 

PINCHECK CCEHIKNP fabric design [n -S] 

PIPECLAY ACEILPPY to whiten leather with fine white clay [v -ED, -ING, -S] 
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PLAITING AGIILNPT something that is plaited [n -S]  

PLASHING AGHILNP PLASH, to weave together [v] 

PLATTING AGILNPTT PLAT, to plait (to braid (to weave together)) [v] 

PLAYWEAR AAELPRWY clothing worn for leisure activities [n PLAYWEAR] 

PLEACHED ACDEEHLP PLEACH, to weave together [v] 

PLEACHES ACEEHLPS PLEACH, to weave together [v] 

PLEATHER AEEHLPRT plastic fabric made to look like leather [n -S] 

PLEATING AEGILNPT arrangement of pleats (small folds) in garment [n -S 

PLIMSOLE EILLMOPS plimsoll (rubber-soled cloth shoe) [n -S] 

PLIMSOLL ILLLMOPS rubber-soled cloth shoe [n -S] 

POCKETED CDEEKOPT POCKET, to place in pouch sewed into garment [v] 

POCKETER CEEKOPRT one that pockets (to place in pouch sewed into garment) [n -S] 

POMADING ADGIMNOP POMADE, to apply perfumed hair dressing to [v] 

PONCHOED CDEHNOOP PONCHO, type of cloak [adj] 

POSHNESS EHNOPSSS quality of being posh (stylish or elegant) [n -ES] 

PREPPIER EEIPPPRR PREPPY, associated with style and behavior of preparatory school students [adj] 

PREPPILY EILPPPRY PREPPY, associated with style and behavior of preparatory school students [adv] 

PRESSING EGINPRSS PRESS, to act upon with steady force [v] 

PRETREAT AEEPRRTT to treat beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PRIMPING GIIMNPPR PRIMP, to dress or adorn carefully [v] 

PRINKING GIIKNNPR PRINK, to dress or adorn in showy manner [v] 

PRUNELLA AELLNPRU strong woolen fabric [n -S] 

PRUNELLO ELLNOPRU prunella (strong woolen fabric) [n -S] 

PUGGAREE AEEGGPRU pugree (cloth band wrapped around hat) [n -S] 

PUGGRIES EGGIPRSU PUGGRY, pugree (cloth band wrapped around hat) [n] 

PULLOVER ELLOPRUV garment that is put on by being drawn over head [n -S] 
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RADDLING ADDGLINR RADDLE, to weave together [v] 

RAINCOAT AACINORT waterproof coat [n -S] 

RAINSUIT AIINRSTU waterproof jacket and pants [n -S] 

RAINWEAR AAEINRRW waterproof clothing [n RAINWEAR] 

RAMILLIE  AEIILLMR type of wig [n -S] 

RAVELING AEGILNRV loose thread [n -S] / RAVEL, to separate threads of [v] 

RAVELLED ADEELLRV RAVEL, to separate threads of [v] 

RAVELLER AEELLRRV raveler (one that ravels (to separate threads of)) [n -S] 

REBUTTON BENORTTU BUTTON, to fasten with button (small disk) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RECLOTHE CEEHLORT CLOTHE, to provide with clothing [v -D, -CLAD, -ING, -S] 

RECOATED ACDEEORT RECOAT, COAT, to cover with coat (outer garment) [v] 

REDONNED DDEENNOR REDON, to don again [v] 

REHEELED DEEEEHLR REHEEL, HEEL, to supply with heel (raised part of shoe) [v] 

REHEMMED DEEEHMMR REHEM, to hem again [v] 
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REJACKET ACEEJKRT JACKET, to provide with jacket (short coat) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REPINNED DEEINNPR REPIN, to pin again [v] 

RESEWING EEGINRSW RESEW, SEW, to mend or fasten with needle and thread [v] 

RESOLING EGILNORS RESOLE, SOLE, to furnish with sole (bottom surface of shoe or boot) [v] 

RESTITCH CEHIRSTT to stitch again [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

RETAILOR AEILORRT TAILOR, to fit with clothes [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETHREAD ADEEHRRT THREAD, to pass thread (very slender cord) through [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RETICULE CEEILRTU woman's handbag [n -S] 

RIBBONED BBDEINOR RIBBON, to decorate with ribbons (narrow strips of fine fabric) [v] 

RICKRACK ACCIKKRR flat braid used as trimming [n -S] 

RIMPLING GIILMNPR RIMPLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

ROUGHDRY DGHORRUY to dry without ironing, as washed clothes [v -RIED, -ING, -RIES] 

RUCKLING CGIKLNRU RUCKLE, to ruck (to wrinkle or crease) [v] 

RUCKSACK ACCKKRSU knapsack (bag carried on back) [n -S] 

RUFFLIKE EFFIKLRU resembling ruff (pleated collar) [adj] 

RUMPLING GILMNPRU RUMPLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 

RUNKLING GIKLNNRU RUNKLE, to wrinkle (to make wrinkles (small ridges or furrows) in) [v] 
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SANDALED AADDELNS SANDAL, to provide with sandals (light, open shoes) [v] 

SANDSHOE ADEHNOSS lightweight sneaker [n -S] 

SARCENET ACEENRST silk fabric [n -S] 

SARSENET AEENRSST sarcenet (silk fabric) [n -S] 

SASHLESS AEHLSSSS lacking sash (long band worn around waist) [adj] 

SAXONIES AEINOSSX SAXONY, woolen fabric [n] 

SCAPULAR AACLPRSU sleeveless outer garment worn by monks [n -S] 

SCARFING ACFGINRS SCARF, to cover with scarf [v] 

SCARFPIN ACFINPRS tiepin (pin for securing necktie) [n -S] 

SCHLUMPY CHLMPSUY unattractive, slovenly [adj -PIER, -PIEST] 

SCHMATTE ACEHMSTT ragged garment [n -S] 

SCRUNCHY CCHNRSUY elastic band for fastening hair [n -HIES] 

SEAMLESS AEELMSSS having no seam (line formed by sewing two pieces of fabric together) [adj] 

SEAMLIKE AEEIKLMS resembling seam (line formed by sewing two pieces of fabric together) [adj] 

SEAMSTER AEEMRSST person whose occupation is sewing [n -S] 

SELVAGED ADEEGLSV SELVAGE, edge of woven fabric finished to prevent raveling [adj] 

SELVEDGE DEEEGLSV selvage (edge of woven fabric finished to prevent raveling) [n -S] 

SEMINUDE DEEIMNSU partly nude [adj] 

SEQUINED DEEINQSU SEQUIN, to affix sequins (shiny ornamental discs) to [v] 

SHACKLER ACEHKLRS one that shackles (to confine with metal fastenings placed around wrists or ankles) [n -S] 

SHALLOON AHLLNOOS woolen fabric [n -S] 

SHAMOYED ADEHMOSY SHAMOY, to chamois (to prepare leather like chamois) [v] 

SHANTUNG AGHNNSTU silk fabric [n -S] 

SHATOOSH  AHHOOSST fabric made from wool of chiru [n -ES] 

SHAWLING AGHILNSW SHAWL, to wrap in shawl (piece of cloth worn as covering) [v] 

SHEARING AEGHINRS instance of cutting hair or wool [n -S]  
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SHEETING EEGHINST SHEET, to cover with sheet (thin, rectangular piece of material) [v] 

SHERWANI AEHINRSW knee-length coat worn by some men of India [n -S] 

SHETLAND ADEHLNST wool yarn [n -S] 

SHIRRING GHIINRRS shirred arrangement of cloth [n -S]  

SHIRTING GHIINRST fabric used for making shirts [n -S] 

SHODDIES DDEHIOSS SHODDY, low-quality wool [n] 

SHOEHORN EHHNOORS to force into small space [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHOELACE ACEEHLOS lace for fastening shoe [n -S] 

SHOELESS EEHLOSSS having no shoe [adj] 

SHOEPACK ACEHKOPS shoepac (waterproof boot) [n -S] 

SHOETREE EEEHORST device shaped like foot that is inserted into shoe to preserve its shape [n -S] 

SHROUDED DDEHORSU SHROUD, to wrap in burial clothing [v] 

SILKIEST EIIKLSST SILKY, resembling silk [adj] 

SILKLIKE EIIKKLLS resembling silk [adj] 

SILKWORM IKLMORSW caterpillar that spins cocoon of silk fibers [n -S] 

SKINNING GIIKNNNS SKIN, to strip or deprive of skin (membranous tissue covering body of animal) [v] 

SKULLCAP ACKLLPSU close-fitting cap [n -S] 

SLEEVING EEGILNSV SLEEVE, to furnish with sleeve (part of garment covering arm) [v] 

SLIPOVER EILOPRSV pullover (garment that is put on by being drawn over head) [n -S] 

SLIPSOLE EILLOPSS thin insole [n -S] 

SMOCKING CGKINMOS SMOCK, to furnish with smock (loose outer garment) [v] 

SNAPLESS AELNPSSS lacking snap (type of fastening device) [adj] 

SNAZZIER AEINRSZZ SNAZZY, very stylish [adj] 

SNAZZILY AILNSYZZ SNAZZY, very stylish [adv] 

SNOWSHOE EHNOOSSW to walk on snowshoes (oval frames that allow person to walk on deep snow) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SNOWSUIT INOSSTUW child's garment for winter wear [n -S] 

SNUGGIES EGGINSSU women's long underwear [n] 

SOCKETTE CEEKOSTT very short sock [n -S] 

SOCKLESS CEKLOSSS having no socks [adj] 

SOFTENER EEFNORST one that softens (to make soft) [n -S] 

SOLELESS EELLOSSS having no sole [adj] 

SOLLERET EELLORST sabaton (piece of armor for foot) [n -S] 

SOMBRERO BEMOORRS broad-brimmed hat [n -S] 

SOUTACHE ACEHOSTU flat, narrow braid [n -S] 

SPIFFIED DEFFIIPS SPIFFY, to make stylish (fashionable) [v] 

SPIFFIER EFFIIPRS SPIFFY, stylish (fashionable) [adj] 

SPIFFIES EFFIIPSS SPIFFY, to make stylish (fashionable) [v] 

SPIFFILY FFIILPSY SPIFFY, stylish (fashionable) [adv] 

SPIFFING FFGIINPS spiffy (stylish (fashionable)) [adj] / SPIFF, to make spiffy [v] 

SPINNERY EINNPRSY spinning mill [n -RIES] 

SPINNING GIINNNPS SPIN, to draw out and twist into threads [v] 

STARCHED ACDEHRST STARCH, to treat with starch (solid carbohydrate) [v] 

STARCHER ACEHRRST one that starches (to treat with starch (solid carbohydrate)) [n -S] 

STARCHES ACEHRSST STARCH, to treat with starch (solid carbohydrate) [v] 

STARKERS AEKRRSST naked (being without clothing or covering) [adj] 

STITCHED CDEHISTT STITCH, to join by making in-and-out movements with threaded needle [v] 
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STITCHER CEHIRSTT one that stitches (to join by making in-and-out movements with threaded needle) [n -S] 

STITCHES CEHISSTT STITCH, to join by making in-and-out movements with threaded needle [v] 

STOCKING CGIKNOST knitted or woven covering for foot and leg [n -S] 

SUBTUNIC BCINSTUU tunic worn under another tunic [n -S] 

SUITLIKE EIIKLSTU resembling suit (set of garments) [adj] 

SUNDRESS DENRSSSU dress with abbreviated bodice [n -ES] 

SURPLICE CEILPRSU loose-fitting vestment [n -S] 

SWANSKIN AIKNNSSW skin of swan [n -S] 

SWATCHES ACEHSSTW SWATCH, sample piece of cloth [n] 

SWIMSUIT IIMSSTUW bathing suit [n -S] 

SWIMWEAR AEIMRSWW clothing suitable for swimming [n SWIMWEAR] 
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TABARDED AABDDERT TABARD, sleeveless outer garment [adj] 

TABBISES ABBEISST TABBIS, silk fabric [n] 

TAILCOAT AACILOTT man's coat [n -S] 

TAILLEUR AEILLRTU woman's tailored suit [n -S] 

TAILORED ADEILORT TAILOR, to fit with clothes [v] 

TALLISES AEILLSST TALLIS, tallith (Jewish prayer shawl) [n] 

TALLISIM AIILLMST TALLIS, tallith (Jewish prayer shawl) [n] 

TALLITIM AIILLMTT TALLIT, tallith (Jewish prayer shawl) [n] 

TALLITOT AILLOTTT TALLIT, tallith (Jewish prayer shawl) [n]  

TAMPONED ADEMNOPT TAMPON, to plug with cotton pad [v] 

TANNABLE AABELNNT capable of being tanned [adj] 

TARBOOSH ABHOORST cap worn by Muslim men [n -ES] 

TARLATAN AAALNRTT cotton fabric [n -S] 

TARLETAN AAELNRTT tarlatan (cotton fabric) [n -S] 

TASSELED ADEELSST TASSEL, to adorn with dangling ornaments [v] 

TAWDRIES ADEIRSTW TAWDRY, gaudy finery [n] 

TEASELED ADEEELST TEASEL, to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head [v] 

TEASELER AEEELRST one that teasels (to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head) [v] 

TEAZELED ADEEELTZ TEASEL, to raise soft surface on fabric with bristly flower head [v]  

THONGIER EGHINORT THONGY, resembling item of clothing made from narrow strip of fabric [adj] 

THREADED ADDEEHRT THREAD, to pass thread (very slender cord) through [v] 

THREADER ADEEHRRT one that threads (to pass thread (very slender cord) through) [n -S] 

TIECLASP ACEILPST clasp for securing necktie [n -S] 

TISSUING GIINSSTU TISSUE, to weave into tissue (fine sheer fabric) [v] 

TITIVATE AEIITTTV to dress smartly [v -D, -TING, -S] 

TOEPIECE CEEEIOPT piece of shoe designed to cover toes [n -S] 

TOEPLATE AEELOPTT metal tab attached to tip of shoe [n -S] 

TOILETED DEEILOTT TOILET, to dress and groom oneself [v] 

TOILETRY EILORTTY article used in dressing and grooming oneself [n -RIES] 

TOILETTE EEILOTTT act of dressing and grooming oneself [n -S] 

TONISHLY HILNOSTY TONISH, stylish (fashionable) [adv] 

TOWNWEAR AENORTWW apparel that is suitable for wear in city [n TOWNWEAR] 
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TRENDIER DEEINRRT TRENDY, very fashionable [adj] 

TRENDILY DEINLRTY TRENDY, very fashionable [adv] 

TRICORNE CEINORRT tricorn (hat with brim turned up on three sides) [n -S] 

TRILBIED BDEIILRT TRILBY, soft felt hat [adj] 

TRILBIES BEIILRST TRILBY, soft felt hat [n] 

TRIMMING GIIMMNRT something added as decoration [n -S 

TRINKUMS IKMNRSTU small ornaments [n] 

TROUSERS EORRSSTU garment for lower part of body [n] 

TROWSERS EORRSSTW trousers (garment for lower part of body) [n] 

TUBBABLE ABBBELTU suitable for washing in tub [adj] 

TURBANED ABDENRTU TURBAN, head covering worn by Muslims [adj] 

TUXEDOED DDEEOTUX TUXEDO, man's semiformal dinner coat [adj] 

TUXEDOES DEEOSTUX TUXEDO, man's semiformal dinner coat [n] 

TWEEDIER DEEEIRTW TWEEDY, resembling or wearing tweed [adj] 

TWEEDILY DEEILTWY TWEEDY, resembling or wearing tweed [adv] 

TWILLING GIILLNTW twilled fabric [n -S] 

TZITZITH HIITTTZZ zizith (tassels on four corners of Jewish prayer shawl) [n TZITZITH] 
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UMBRELLA ABELLMRU to provide with umbrella (portable cover for protection from rain or sun) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNBASTED ABDENSTU BASTE, to sew loosely together [adj] 

UNBELTED BDEELNTU UNBELT, to remove belt of [v] 

UNBONNET BENNNOTU to uncover head [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNBREECH BCEEHNRU to remove breeches of [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNBUTTON BNNOTTUU to unfasten buttons of [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNCAPPED ACDENPPU UNCAP, to remove cap from [v] 

UNCLOTHE CEHLNOTU to divest of clothing [v -D, -CLAD, -HING, -S] 

UNCOATED ACDENOTU COAT, to cover with coat (outer garment) [adj] 

UNCUFFED CEDFFNUU CUFF, to furnish with cuff (part of sleeve) [adj 

UNDECKED CDDEEKNU not decked (to adorn (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive)) [adj] 

UNFELTED DEEFLNTU not felted (to perceive through sense of touch) [adj] 

UNFLASHY AFHLNSUY not flashy (gaudy (tastelessly showy)) [adj] 

UNGARBED ABDEGNRU GARB, to clothe (to provide with clothing) [adj] 

UNGIRDED DDEGINRU UNGIRD, to remove belt from [v] 

UNGLITZY GILNTUZY not glitzy (showy (making great or brilliant display) [adj] 

UNGOWNED DEGNNOUW GOWN, to dress in gown (long, loose outer garment) [adj] 

UNHATTED ADEHNTTU UNHAT, to remove one's hat [v] 

UNHELMED DEEHLMNU UNHELM, to remove helmet of [v] 

UNHIPPER EHINPPRU UNHIP, HIP, aware of most current styles and trends [adj] 

UNHOODED DDEHNOOU UNHOOD, to remove hood from [v] 

UNIRONED DEINNORU not ironed (to furnish with iron (metallic element)) [adj] 

UNISEXES EEINSSUX UNISEX, condition of not being distinguishable as to sex [n] 

UNMASKED ADEKMNSU UNMASK, to remove mask from [v] 

UNMASKER AEKMNRSU one that unmasks (to remove mask from) [n -S] 

UNMODISH DHIMNOSU MODISH, stylish (fashionable) [adj] 
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UNORNATE AENNORTU not ornate (elaborately or excessively ornamented) [adj] 

UNPICKED CDEIKNPU UNPICK, to remove stitches from [v] 

UNPINNED DEINNNPU UNPIN, to remove pins from [v] 

UNROBING BGINNORU UNROBE, to undress (to remove one's clothing) [v] 

UNSEAMED ADEEMNSU UNSEAM, to open seams of [v] 

UNSEWING EGINNSUW UNSEW, to undo sewing of [v] 

UNSTITCH CHINSTTU to remove stitches from [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

UNTANNED ADENNNTU not tanned (to convert hide into leather by soaking in chemicals) [adj] 

UNTHREAD ADEHNRTU to remove thread from [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

UNTRENDY DENNRTUY TRENDY, very fashionable [adj 

UNVEILED DEEILNUV UNVEIL, to remove covering from [v] 

UNZIPPED DEINPPUZ UNZIP, to open zipper of [v] 
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VALENCIA AACEILNV woven fabric [n -S] 

VAMBRACE AABCEMRV piece of armor for forearm [n -S] 

VAMPLATE AAELMPTV circular metal plate on spear or lance for protecting hand [n -S] 

VANITORY AINORTVY combined dressing table and basin [n -RIES] 

VEILEDLY DEEILLVY in disguised manner [adv] 

VEILLESS EEILLSSV not veiled (to provide with veil (piece of sheer fabric worn over face)) [adj] 

VEILLIKE EEIIKLLV resembling veil [adj] 

VELURING EGILNRUV VELURE, to smooth with velvet or silk pad, as hat [v] 

VELVERET EEELRTVV fabric resembling velvet [n -S] 

VELVETED DEEELTVV VELVET, soft, smooth fabric [adj] 

VENTLESS EELNSSTV having no vent [adj] 

VERNACLE ACEELNRV vernicle (veronica (handkerchief bearing image of Christ's face)) [n -S] 

VERNICLE CEEILNRV veronica (handkerchief bearing image of Christ's face) [n -S] 

VERONICA ACEINORV handkerchief bearing image of Christ's face [n -S] 

VESTIARY AEIRSTVY dressing room [n -RIES] 

VESTLESS EELSSSTV being without vest [adj] 

VESTLIKE EEIKLSTV resembling vest (short, sleeveless garment) [adj] 

VESTMENT EEMNSTTV one of ceremonial garments of clergy [n -S] 

VESTRIES EEIRSSTV VESTRY, room in which vestments are kept [n] 

VESTURAL AELRSTUV pertaining to clothing (wearing apparel) [adj] 

VISORING GIINORSV VISOR, to provide with visor (projecting brim) [v] 

VIZARDED ADDEIRVZ VIZARD, mask [adj] 

VOGUEING EGGINOUV VOGUE, to imitate poses of fashion models [v] 
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WAISTING  AGIINSTW type of dressmaking material [n -S] 

WAMMUSES AEMMSSUW WAMMUS, wamus (heavy outer jacket) [n] 

WAMPUSES AEMPSSUW WAMPUS, wamus (heavy outer jacket) [n] 

WARDROBE ABDEORRW collection of garments [n -S] / to provide with collection of garments [v -D, BING, -S] 

WARPWISE AEIPRSWW in vertical direction [adv] 



    Fitting Words 
Fit these bingos into your word wardrobe: CLOTHES, FASHION, WEARABLES, ACCESSORIES 

compiled by Jacob Cohen, Asheville Scrabble Club 
 

 

WEARABLE AABEELRW garment [n -S] 

WEFTWISE EEFISTWW in horizontal direction [adv] 

WHITENED DEEHINTW WHITEN, to make white (of color of pure snow) [v] 

WHITENER EEHINRTW one that whitens (to make white (of color of pure snow)) [n -S] 

WIGMAKER AEGIKMRW one that makes wigs [n -S] 

WIMPLING GIILMNPW WIMPLE, to pleat (to fold in even manner) [v] 

WINESKIN EIIKNNSW goatskin bag for holding wine [n -S] 

WOLFSKIN FIKLNOSW skin of wolf [n -S] 

WOOLFELL EFLLLOOW woolskin (sheepskin with wool still on it) [n -S] 

WOOLIEST EILOOSTW WOOLY, woolly (consisting of or resembling wool) [adj] 

WOOLLIER EILLOORW WOOLLY, consisting of or resembling wool [adj] 

WOOLLIES EILLOOSW WOOLLY, garment made of wool [n] 

WOOLLIKE EIKLLOOW resembling wool (dense, soft hair forming coat of certain mammals) [adj] 

WOOLLILY ILLLOOWY WOOLLY, consisting of or resembling wool [adv] 

WOOLPACK ACKLOOPW bag for packing bale of wool [n -S] 

WOOLSACK ACKLOOSW sack of wool [n -S] 

WOOLSKIN IKLNOOSW sheepskin with wool still on it [n -S] 

WOOLWORK KLOOORWW needlework [n -S] 

WORKBOOT BKOOORTW sturdy leather boot for workers [n -S] 

WORKWEAR AEKORRWW heavy-duty clothes for physical work 

WRISTLET EILRSTTW band worn around wrist [n -S] 
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Y 

YARMELKE AEEKLMRY yarmulke (skullcap worn by Jewish males) [n -S] 

YARMULKA AAKLMRUY yarmulke (skullcap worn by Jewish males) [n -S] 

YARMULKE AEKLMRUY skullcap worn by Jewish males [n -S] 
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Z 

ZIBELINE BEEIILNZ soft fabric [n -S] 

ZIPPERED DEEIPPRZ ZIPPER, to fasten with zipper (fastener consisting of two rows of interlocking teeth) [v] 

ZOOTIEST EIOOSTTZ ZOOTY, flashy in manner or style [adj] 
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